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A Design Centered Approach to Rapid Application Development

1. PRODUCER-CENTRIC MODEL

Single most
relevant concept.

The Producer is the main interface to all other clients.
Producers manage the client interface and are brought in at the very start. They create and monitor the budget, manage scope and schedules
and run the project development team. By the end of the project, they are the most knowledgeable person about what the product does, how
it works and when it is expected to be released.
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2. DESIGN THINKING PROCESS

Think TOP DOWN
not BOTTOM UP.

WHAT ?

..it is a form of solutionbased, or solutionfocused thinking that
starts with the goal .

IS DESIGN THINKING
20%
80%

This only holds true using seasoned
and well scoped project goals.

THE 80/20 RULE
3. The

Consensus is the Enemy of
Completion

THE ENEMIES

For most tasks, you can achieve80%
of the results with 20% of the
resources
any, quality.

this di ers from the
, which
starts with
parameters of the problem.

GOOD is the Enemy of
GREAT

5Ds

Not Waterfall.
Not Agile.

The 5D Design Process
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Deﬁne

Discover

Design

Develop

Deploy

Scope initial requirements

Product research

User interface experience

Organize team based

Stakeholder research

Customer use cases

Pedagogy design

Identify key features and
issues

Workﬂow analysis

Wireframes

Competitive analysis

Interface Design Concepts

Design audits

Final GUIs

Technology audits

Behavioral Prototype

Support framework

Design Documentation

Final budgets and
timelines

Testing Plan

Calculate schedule and
assemble milestones
Create SWAG budgets
and estimates
Vision component

Create support plan
Setup necessary
development
infrastructure
Identify di cult
technology hurdles and
prioritize

Create necessary admin
and user documentation
Alpha, Beta, RC and
Release versions
Launch application

Series of agile sprints
with reviews
Ongoing testing

DELIVERABLES
A document describing
the estimated work plan
for completing the
project.
Many times a D1 includes
a
describing a component
of the application or
infographic to help
socialize the project.

D1

D2

Documentation for
Semantic Inquiry,
Technology, Competition
and Design Audits along

Set of behavioral
prototypes which
encapsulate HTML/CSS
and Javascript or other

workplans and user
research.

Preliminary Test Plan.

Fully working application
ready for alpha testing.
Code documentation.

Final production ready
product, including user
documentation and
support model.

Final timelines and
budgets.
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D5

